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Lineage tracing introduction
Eukaryotic organisms generally grow by dividing their cells in a binary fashion. In the cell division
process a single cell duplicates its genome and splits into two daughter cells. Upon completion of the
duplication, the ancestor cell has given rise to two cells which are genetically identical, apart from
mutations which originate from errors introduced by copying the genome. Together, the millions,
billions or sometimes even trillions of cells form a living organism consisting of multiple specialized
cell types. Even though the molecular machineries and regulatory mechanisms of cell division itself
are rather well understood, it is much less clear how the thousands of cell-divisions that take place in
the developing organism are controlled in order to produce a complex eukaryote.
The cell divisions which lead to the organism at a specific point in time can be represented in a tree,
which reflecting the binary fashion of mitotic cell-divisions is mostly binary. In contrast to
phylogenetics where the edge weights are used to indicate time, edges in the cell-lineage tree do not
have weights and solely describe the hierarchy of the observed ancestral relationships. Reverse
engineering of an organism’s lineage tree structure can be achieved by making use of heritable
genomic markers. When a heritable marker is introduced in a cell, all descendants will carry this
marker. If introduced early in the organism’s development, when it consists of only a few ‘founder’
cells, these markers will indicate the ancestry to
these founder cells. The leaves of the cell-lineage
tree indicate cells present in the organism at time
of sampling. Measuring the lineage markers in
current cells of the organism teaches us if one or
more of the marked founder cells give rise to
certain parts of the organism, such a certain
organ or limb or whether specialization is
determined even earlier.
In the early effort, cells were marked using dyes
Figure 1: Basic principle of lineage tracing. An organism starts as a
unable to exit the host cell and selected not to be single cell, and grows by cell-division. By introduction of a lineagedegraded quickly. Dyes have the drawback of
marker, ancestral relations between cells can be shown.
dilution over time and cell-divisions. Secondly the
amount of dyes used limits the amount of cell-lineages which can be tracked in parallel. An
historically important feat using this method is the complete cell-lineage tree of the C. elegans, which
was mapped out in 19831.
Current state of the art methods use genomic markers which use the genome of the cell to store
lineage information. Markers which are incorporated in the genome are useful as all genetic
information of a cell is passed to its daughter cells making the marker persistent over cell divisions,
and thus an ideal lineage marker. Secondly a genomic marker is useful as the range of possible
markers is generally much higher than the markers used in conventional methods, allowing for
tracking many lineages at the same time. When combined together with other measurements such
as transcriptome sequencing, lineage tracing promises to help in revealing the processes which
regulate cell development and drive the formation of the different cellular structures and ultimately
the complete organism.
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In cancer research often mutations are used as cell-lineage marker. As mutations are heritable all
successive cells will carry the lineage marker. The drawback of this is that it is expensive to capture
the mutations as they are scattered around the genome at random locations. Secondly it is
impossible to change the mutation rates without affecting the host in a negative way. Thirdly, the
baseline mutation rate of a healthy organism is lower than the rates observed in cancer, making the
methodology due to a lower resolution less suitable for other applications. The main advantage of
mutations as lineage marker is that due to the size of the genome, there are 3*N possible lineage
markers. The enormous amount of possible mutations results in a very low probability of the same
marker being introduced multiple times.
An old lineage-tracing method becoming more popular due to the advancements of sequencing
technology is the use of lentivirusses which incorporate a unique lineage-marker in the host
genome2. As the viruses are designed such that they will be unable to exit the cell, a single virus
particle will only introduce a single lineage marker. By using many viruses carrying a different barcode, many lineages can be distinguished in parallel. As the introduced barcodes are flanked by
known regions, the lineage markers can be selectively amplified using PCR.

Scartrace method
An experimental high throughput lineage tracing method is being developed at the Hubrecht
institute: scartrace3. In this method an organism with multiple identical synthetic sites encoded in the
genome of every cell is used. In the single cell stage all sites are unaltered, we will identify this sitestate as being wild-type (Wt). As the organism grows by cell division, a cutting enzyme (Cas-9) which
is targeted to cut the unaltered sites is gradually introduced. The enzyme cut and the innate
imperfect DNA repair mechanisms change the state of the targeted site permanently. The altered
state of the site is identified as “scarred” referring to damage which has been repaired while leaving
permanent traces. Because the synthetic sites are located on a (single) chromosome, a copy of all
sites in their respective state is inherited by both descending cells upon cell division.
There are a couple of advantages of the scartrace method over using mutations. The coverage for
the Hubrecht scar tracing method is high in comparison to coverages common in whole-exome
sequencing of a tumor. The result of the high coverage is that relative differences in the frequencies
of scars will be easier to pick-up. Secondly the scarring rate is much higher than the baseline
mutation-rate. In cancer the mutation rate is often higher than the baseline mutation rate as in
cancer the repair mechanisms are down-regulated, making mutations a less useful lineage marker in
non-cancerous situations4. Compared to the use of lentivirusses to induce the markers, scartrace is
less disruptive for the host. Lastly the method is relatively accessible as many organisms with GFPtransgene integrations are available. Using eGFP as target allows confirming whether scarring has
occurred, the loss of fluorescence indicates the formation of scars3.
The scartrace experiments starts in the single cell stage, then organism will be scarred gradually over
time. This gradual scarring process incorporates lineage information into the scar-sites in the
organism. This information can be retrieved by amplicon-sequencing the DNA or RNA (when the scar
site is located in an expressed gene) of cells of interest. Using the lineage information obtained by
sequencing, information of the lineage tree can be inferred using algorithms which perform lineage
inference, with approaches which are similar to phylogenetic tree inference.
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Outline

Figure 2: Overview of methods used. The scartrace protocol induces genetic markers in an organism. Samples from this
organism are dissected and the scars are measured using amplicon sequencing. The resulting reads contain errors which
are removed by collapsing the reads. Scars which are likely to be introduced multiple times are filtered from the dataset.
A lineage root frequency column is added to the matrix and the Wildtype (Wt) frequencies are removed.

The research question addressed in this thesis is whether it is possible to obtain lineage information
from samples in which scars are induced by the effect of a Cas-9 induced DSB and non-homologous
DNA repair. The introduced scars function as lineage markers and are measured by amplicon
sequencing. Sequencing errors make it challenging to identify which markers are present in a mixed
sample. To tackle this pre-processing problem we design an amplicon-read collapsing method which
uses the base-calling confidence values and sequence abundances to perform collapsing, and gives
visual feedback of the original dataset and the results. This helps in determining which, and how
many markers are present.
The next challenge is how to extract lineage information from the samples. As the use of scar-lineage
markers in bulk samples is new, there are no directly applicable analysis available. The
computationally difference to using somatic mutations as lineage marker is that while the exact same
somatic mutation is very unlikely to happen twice, some scars occur many times throughout time. To
transform the scartrace data into data which is compatible with existing frameworks, only the scars
5

which are likely to be introduced a single time are taken into account. A proof-of-concept lineage
tracing algorithm is created by building upon an existing cancer-based lineage tracing algorithm.

Sequencing errors
When using genomic markers, sequencing is used to estimate the marker presence and abundance.
The drawback of using sequencing is the introduction of sequencing noise, which mostly results in
many false positive marker counts. In case of scartrace, the amount of unique sequences present in
the reads from a sample is much higher than the amount of distinct scars truly present in the sample.
In practice it is challenging to filter these reads as the expected amount of markers is unknown,
secondly the base-calling quality varies between sequencing runs. Quality control thresholds have to
be configured per run, and appropriate parameters are challenging to estimate because there is no
straightforward way to assess the effect of the filtering used. In order to perform proper lineage
tracing analysis the errors induced by sequencing have to be dealt with. Ultimately resulting in
datasets where the amount and abundance of markers is corrected, by collapsing most of the noise
introduced by sequencing.
The original scartrace and other similar methods use alignment to a reference sequence to describe
lineage markers in an effort to mitigate the effect of sequencing noise3,5. The effect of noise is
reduced as the alignment of a read is less affected by substitution errors, the most common type of
errors for the Illumina platform. By describing the lineage markers by their alignment, substitutions
in respect to the reference are considered the same lineage marker. The problem with using
alignment to identify correct scars is that it is possible that two scars share the same alignment to the
reference. Secondly it can be inconvenient to enforce the sequence of the scar-site. When the exact
scar-site sequence(s) are unknown, then alignment is unfavorable.
Visualizing and correcting lineage marker datasets
Given the knowledge about the errors which are induced by the Illumina sequencing platform6–8 it is
known that a biological sequence will produce reads which exactly match the biological sequence,
but also sequences which have one or more substitutions. The Hamming distance between the real
biological and erroneous sequences will thus be low. Deletion errors, where bases in the biological
sequence are skipped and insertion errors, where random bases are inserted into the read are
uncommon. Often these deletion and insertion (indel) errors will induce a large Hamming distance to
the biological sequence. A local alignment results in a score which can be used to estimate the
amount of edits between a sequence containing indels and the real biological sequence.
Sequencing a single set of identical molecules reveals the extent to which erroneous reads are
produced. For such a dataset the distribution of edit distances between sequenced reads and the
real biological sequence are shown in figure 2. The majority of the reads is equal to the expected
biological sequence. The set of reads containing substitution error is quite substantial, about 12% of
the total abundance of the biological molecule yields a read containing a substitution error. For a
small fraction of the reads, indel errors are observed. Less than 0.5% of the reads are very distant
from the biological sequence. In this particular dataset one connected component in the graph
contains a sequence from another sample. The remaining artifact reads contain homopolymers,
which mostly consist of long stretches of cytosine base calls (see supplement).
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Figure 3: A single sequence was sequenced, reads exactly matching this sequence are shown in green. The erroneous
reads can be seen at hamming distances > 0. Sample shown is a DNA amplicon sequencing dataset of a Cas-9 protein
injected fish without injecting a synthetic guide RNA (sgRNA). The sgRNA is used to target the scar sites, without sgRNA
the Cas-9 will not cut the scar-sites and we expect to sequence only unaltered scar-sites. The local alignment score is
calculated by (local) Smith-Waterman alignment to the expected sequence. The alignment is parameterized to have all
costs (substitution/deletion/insertion) set to one. Sequences having a distance higher than 4 edits and a Hamming
distance higher than 7 from the expected sequence are considered to be an artifact. All edit distances shown are
calculated by alignment and are not based on approximations.

The Hamming distance metric can be used to cluster sets of reads together which might originate
from the same biological sequence. A way to represent the relation between the reads in a sample is
by using a graph. The Hamming-distance relation between all reads of a single sample can be
estimated by calculating a pairwise hamming distance matrix. A sparse variant of this matrix, which
only contains distances equal to one, is used to construct an undirected graph. In this Hamming
graph, each node corresponds to a unique sequence. The edges in the graph indicate a Hamming
distance of 1, which corresponds to a difference of only a single base-call.
By using a force-directed layout algorithm, Hamming graphs allow for intuitive visualization of
amplicon datasets. Biological sequences show up as central hubs surrounded by nodes which contain
sequences with substitution errors. Coloring the nodes by the average-base calling confidence adds
additional guidance to the visualization by using the property that most erroneous sequences have a
lower average-base calling confidence compared to the completely correctly base-called biological
sequence. An example of a Hamming graph for a single biological sequence is shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5.
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Figure 4: An approximation of the Hamming graph for a sample where only a single biological sequence was sequenced.
The node colors used match the colors in the corresponding edit-distance histogram in Figure 3. Edges indicate a
Hamming distance of 1 between two sequences. Unconnected nodes are positioned in the top right circle. Errors are not
distributed evenly, some errors occur more than others, resulting in a variety of sizes in the nodes around the Wt
sequence. Apart from the unconnected sequences in the top right, the separate components in the Hamming graph are
caused by indels. The H1 connectivity already enforces a very tightly connect graph, not many nodes are completely
unconnected. The grey connected component is suspected to be a sample bleed-through effect. The graph layout was
generated in Gephi and the Python scripting plugin. Graph graphics generated using a custom SVG generator and
rendered using InkScape.
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Figure 5: Hamming graph for a single biological sequence. Nodes indicate unique sequences, edges indicate a Hamming
distance of 1.

Given enough sequencing depth, a biological sequence and the majority of its respective erroneous
reads will be member of the same connected component. The sum of the correct and erroneous
reads member of the same connected component approximates the amount of times the biological
sequence was sequenced. The abundance of the complete component reflects the abundance of
molecules with an identical sequence. Taking also the close-erroneous reads better reflects the
amount of molecules present than only the abundance of the exact sequence.
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Figure 6: A scarred mother was crossed with a homozygote (containing no scar sites). The resulting embryos, of which
the scars can be seen as a single germ-cell of the parents was sequenced. This resulted in reads from which the Hamming
graph shown here was constructed. Each node indicates a unique sequence. The size of the nodes indicates how many
reads contain this sequence. The colors of the nodes indicate the average overall confidence value. The lower left two
sequences are only a single Hamming distance apart from each other and share the same alignment to the reference. The
9
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graph was visualised in Gephi using the Force Atlas 2 graph layout plugin .

It is possible that two biological sequences are close in edit distance (Figure 6). Collapsing all reads
member of a connected component into the most abundant sequence in the connected component
will thus not yield proper results in all cases. In order to correctly collapse erroneous reads a method
is required which is able to find the biological sequence a read most likely belongs to.
The base-calling confidence values between two sets of sequences can be used to find and assign
reads to biological sequences. As the difference between the edge-connected reads is only a single
base, the influence of GC percentage, homopolymers and other motifs which affect the confidence
score will be very similar for both groups of reads. On average the base-calling confidence of the
erroneously called base is lower than the correctly called base. In Figure 7 a distribution is shown
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which enforces this claim. The distribution also shows that comparing the reads in individual cases
will not separate the two groups.

Figure 7: The distribution of phred scores at position 16, for both correct reads and reads which have a different base
called at position 16. Many of the available phred scores (1-40) are never assigned by the sequencer. Sample shown is a
DNA amplicon sequencing dataset of a Cas-9 protein injected zebrafish embryo without injecting a sgRNA. Filtering
individual reads based on their phred scores will shrink the abundance of the erroneous sequences but not remove them
entirely.

The confidence value averages can be incorporated into the Hamming graph by replacing the
undirected edges with directional edges. The direction of an edge is decided upon by comparing the
average confidence values responsible for the Hamming distance of 1 between the two sequences.
When the absolute difference exceeds a threshold a directional edge is placed which points to the
most confident sequence . When the absolute difference is smaller than the threshold, the edge is
removed. Applying this methodology to all edges in the undirected Hamming graph reveals the
biological sequences as nodes which are located centrally in connected components in the graph.
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Figure 8: Directed Hamming graph. Sequence A and B are separated by one Hamming distance, therefore an edge is
positioned between A and B. The edge is directed to the on average most confident sequence for the base-call which
causes the Hamming distance of 1.

Collapsing the directional Hamming graph
The directional Hamming graph is used to assign erroneous reads to real biological sequences. The
collapsing process is performed iteratively, starting from the leaf nodes of the graph. The leaf nodes,
which we define to have an in-degree of zero and out-degree bigger than zero are candidates for
collapsing. All neighbors of the selected leaf-node which have a higher or equal abundance compared
to the leaf node receive the reads assigned to the leaf node uniformly. After re-assignment, the
amount of reads assigned to the leaf node will usually be zero and the leaf-node is removed from the
graph. This process is executed iteratively until no leaf-nodes are left in the graph.
As error rates of about 10% are expected, collapses resulting in error rates higher than 100% (or
another customizable expected error rate) are not collapsed. When no nodes with an in degree of 0
are available in the graph this can indicate two situations; either the collapsing is finished, or the
directed hamming graph has a topology which prevents further collapsing. An unresolvable
topological structure is a cycle which by circular reference does not allow for collapsing. To continue
collapsing, the biggest cycle in the graph is detected using Johnsons algorithm11. Then the weakest
edge, which indicates the smallest absolute difference in quality scores between nodes, is removed.
This can change the topology allowing for collapsing and the algorithm is continued, resulting in a
next collapse or removal of a weak edge. When no nodes can be collapsed and no cycles are left in
the graph the algorithm stops and the sequence collapsing is considered finished.
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Figure 9: Example of a collapsed dataset. The centers of components are kept. [a] Examples of sequences which are
probably the result of PCR. [b] sequences which are not removed, these sequences attract many sequences, their error
rate (reads collapsed/reads observed) is very high.

The collapsed graph usually contains many lowly abundant sequences which have to be removed.
Most of these sequences are not connected in the un-collapsed Hamming graph. A threshold is
required to define the least amount of (collapsed) reads required for a marker to be called. The
Hamming graph visualization can be used to make an informed decision on the value of this
threshold such that real biological markers are kept while the singleton noise is removed (Figure 9).
Calculation of a complete Hamming distance matrix is computationally very expensive; every unique
sequence needs to be compared to all other sequences, resulting in (N²/2 -1) comparisons required
to construct the distance matrix. High Hamming distances are discarded resulting in a sparse distance
matrix, which used for graph construction. The use of a sparse matrix drops the high spacecomplexity of pairwise comparison, the high computational time complexity remains.
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Hamming graph approximation
Here we propose a method which does not require the pairwise comparisons between sequences
while yielding a good approximation of the exact sparse hamming distance matrix, allowing for
generation of Hamming distance graphs for bigger datasets. The lineage tracing datasets have
specific characteristics which can be used to quickly approximate the sparse hamming distance
matrix. The marker sequences are short and all the same size, secondly the sequences are often close
in hamming distance to other sequences. Due to the nature of sequencing errors we know that most
less-abundant nodes will be close in edit distance to big nodes. Edges considered as less important
are edges which lie between rare (not abundant) nodes. Such edges will affect the collapsing result
not at all, or at most marginally. The proposed method guarantees that there is no loss of important
edges in the Hamming graph, while the Hamming graph approximation is fast.
A datastructure is filled which contains the abundant sequences present in a sample. Upon
completion of this structure the Hamming distances can be extracted without performing any
pairwise comparisons. Secondly, the distance of sequences not present in the data structure can be
looked up in constant time. The limitations of this method include that between nodes in the
datastructure distances of at most 2 substitutions can be found. The maximum distance which can be
looked up for a sequence not present in the tree is a single substitution, this is enough for the
purpose of Hamming graph construction. Due to the space-complexity of this method it is only
practically applicable to short sized sequences.

Figure 10: Cartoon of Hamming distance approximation method used. (A) For every sequence added, all sequences 1
Hamming distance away to this sequence are added too. (B) When two sequences a single edit away are added, these
will overlap in space and it is immediately known that the sequences are separated by single Hamming distance. To
check whether sequence B is H1 away from any sequence which was already added, it suffices to only check if the space
of B is already occupied, without adding B. (C) When a sequence two Hamming distances away (C) is added, the
sequences will overlap, but only by their H1 away sequences.

For fast lookup and comparison of sequences, all sequences are stored in a tree. As there are four
bases available for every position in a sequence, a straightforward way to store the sequences is a
quadtree. The tree has a depth matching the sequence length. Every node in the quadtree depicts a
base, the depth of the node matches the position of this base in the sequence. Every leaf node stores
references to the reads which contain the sequence which reach it. The quadtree allows for a fast,
constant time look-up and insertion of sequences.
The quadtree allows for extraction of Hamming distances of 1 or 2 without doing pairwise
comparisons by storing all H1 distant sequences of every sequence which is added to the tree. For
the sequences at H1 from the sequence a reference to the sequence added is stored. When a pair of
sequences is H1 apart, two leaf nodes will contain references to both sequences as shown in Figure
14

10 and Figure 11. When a leaf node contains a reference to an edited sequence and a verbatim
sequence this means the sequences are H1 apart. When a tree contains a leaf node with references
to two permuted sequences and no leaves with these sequences together with one being a
permuted, the sequences are H2 apart.
The quad tree does not need to be fully populated by all sequences. Sequences with low read counts
can be looked up in the quadtree without adding them (Figure 10b). This results in finding the
hamming distances to sequences which are present in the tree and misses distances to sequences
which are not present in the tree. This greatly increases the speed of the algorithm without losing
distances which are important.

Figure 11: Quadtree datastructure used. Example of a generated quadtree for four short sequences. Stars indicate
verbatim sequences, unmarked leaf nodes indicate H1 distant sequences. Sequences in tree: ATGCGC, ATGCGT, ACGCGC,
TCCCCC. Note that in reality the non-yellow nodes are not part of the edit graph, they are just there for visual reference
of the edit state and sequence. The ancestors of the colored nodes are the leaf nodes of the quadtree.
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Comparison
Validation of the method is required to find problems and to demonstrate its capabilities. Multiple
ways of comparing the method are available. First it is possible to run the method on a dataset
where the real biological sequences are known. Such datasets are hard to obtain, one example used
is the control dataset where no sites where marked, resulting in a dataset containing a single
biological sequence. In that example the algorithm performs worse than when alignment as
descriptor. In order to obtain a better performance than using alignment as descriptor, the indel
errors should be corrected and no false positives should be generated. In the proposed algorithm the
indel errors are not corrected, and all sequences share the same alignment. For the data shown in
Figure 4, three sequences in the Wt component are called erroneously.
The original scartrace method uses alignment of the reads to the reference construct sequence3. The
resulting alignment can be expressed as a CIGAR string, which is used as identifier for the marker. For
every sequence with a membership higher than 5% for a CIGAR string a new marker is called. The
original-method assignments are compared with the ones of the collapse in Figure 12

Figure 12: Counts resulting from collapsing compared with counts resulting from alignment. The blue line indicates an
identical call. For the high frequencies the methods produce very similar results, the collapser almost always assigns a
higher count to these scars. For lower read counts the collapser removes more counts than the alignment method does.
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Validation by read-simulation
To perform in-silico validation, amplicons where simulated by using the amplicon simulation feature
in the read-simulation software package ART12. The sequences used as simulation target which
correspond to correct biological sequences where chosen to be 1 Hamming distance apart, in order
to construct a complex situation. Error models used for amplicon simulation where chosen to match
the sequencer used to sequence the scars in-vivo. Analysis of the resulting Hamming graph reveals
that this graph is very dissimilar from in-vivo experiments (Figure 5). There are less erroneous reads
and the erroneous reads show no clear difference in abundance as opposed to the in vivo reads.
Lastly the phred scores simulated by the read simulator seem to be too accurate. All these features
lead to severe overestimation of the algorithm’s performance when applied to such an artificial
dataset.

Figure 6: Hamming graph visualization of reads simulated using the ART amplicon simulation tool. Reads for four
sequences are simulated, these sequences are single Hamming distance away to two others. The scaling of the nodes is
exactly the same as the other plots (absolute surface scaling). Almost no unconnected sequences are present and no
relatively big erroneous nodes. The range of phred scores is much smaller than observed for the in vivo samples.
Collapsing yields only the 4 initial nodes after removal of all sequences with abundance < 3 reads.
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Collapser discussion
In the collapsing approach insertion and deletion errors are not taken into account, the effect can be
quite significant for very abundant sequences. Incorporation of indel errors is challenging because
there are no confidence values which relate to these errors. The implication of this is that the least
abundant sequence of a set of sequences, with a relative difference bigger than the indel error-rate
(approximately 0.1%) is impossible to detect reliably. A possible solution would be the calculation of
edit distances between the graph components. The edit distances can then be used to check whether
the observed frequency of one of the two components can be explained by the frequency of the
other multiplied by the expected indel error-rate.
The Hamming graph approximation algorithm becomes memory hungry for big fastq files (fastq files
of multiple gigabytes). The memory footprint can be reduced by splitting the quadtree into multiple
parts by configuring the algorithm to check a single quadrant, or even sub-selections of a quadrant at
a single time. This cannot be done indefinitely to obtain infinite sub-problems without any cost in
time; for solving every one of these sub-problems the full list of sequences has to be traversed. Using
this method it is possible to perform collapsing of all reads of an experiment, instead of performing
collapsing per sample.

Simulation of scarred cell-lineage trees
Simulated cell-lineage trees can help in understanding cell-lineage tracing and allows for
benchmarking of algorithms. In the simulation a cell is simulated as a vector of length S, where S
indicates the maximum amount of lineage markers. In case of using mutations as lineage marker, S is
the amount of bases in the genome. In case of scartrace, S is equal to the amount of targeted
integrations, in the simulations we set this value to be 4. Cells divide with a fixed probability pd until
the desired amount of leaves is reached. When pd is set to 1 and the cells are a power of 2, the
resulting lineage tree will be balanced. In reality cells which have died are also leaves of the cell
lineage tree, but this edge-case will be omitted in this simulation as these cells are not sampled invivo.
In the simulation the decision whether a scar is introduced is decided upon by a fixed probability.
This aims to capture the event of a double strand break being induced by Cas-9 and erroneous repair
resulting in a scar. The scarring probability is estimated by experiments where a complete embryo
was sequenced after a known point in time. For the simulations shown here the probability used is
10%.
When a scar is selected to have occurred, a scar value is decided upon. Many dynamics-experiments
have been conducted. In these experiments a complete embryo is sequenced at a known point in
time. Based on these experiments the probability of each scar (⍺i) is established. In this case ⍺i is
coarsely estimated by taking the average ratio of scar i over all scars observed over all the dynamics
experiments.
In the simulation the scar probabilities are modeled as a discrete random variable which allows for
sampling. In this model the scars are sampled with replacement. When sampling from ⍺i without
replacement, all scars in the lineage tree will be unique, simplifying the resulting inference problem.
The correct cell-lineage tree T can be extracted from the simulated lineage tree by collapsing all cells
18

in which no new scar was introduced into their parent (exact algorithm in supplement). The
maximum traceable depth of the lineage tree which can be achieved is equal to S.

Figure 13: Simulated cell-lineage tree. Boxes indicate cells, the leaf nodes indicate cells currently present in the organism.
Each of the cells has 4 scar sites. A white scar-site state indicates that the site is unscarred (Wt). $ is a scar which
occurred in the single cell stage, and is inherited by all cells. The scars in this three are sampled without replacement,
resulting in no duplicate scars. Red stroked cells indicate that a new scar is introduced.

Artificial samples are generated by random sampling from the leaves of the simulated lineage tree.
The lineage marker counts from the sampled leaves are summed resulting in a frequency matrix. The
scar-site information is not recorded reflecting the in-vivo experiments. Result from the simulation is
a frequency matrix F, and the correct lineage tree T (Figure 16). In reality most types of scartrace
samples are spatially separated, for example slices or complete organs. The amount of lineages
present in samples in-vivo be lower than when random sampling from all leaves.

Figure 14: Artificial samples from the simulated lineage tree. Each box indicates a cell, as in Figure 14. The samples are
generated by sampling from the leaves of the artificial lineage tree by random uniform sampling.
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Figure 15: Frequency matrix based on the artificial samples, frequencies are calculated for each sample by dividing the
sum of observed scars by the total amount of observed sites (total number of reads for that sample).

Figure 16: Correct lineage tree, given the simulated lineage tree shown in Figure 13. Each node indicates a newly
introduced scar. A cell has the cumulative sum of the scars present in the tree. For example, there only exists a cell with
scar H with F and E also present in its scar-sites. Scar $ is the driver mutation, which can be artificially added if not
present in the dataset.
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Reconstruction of a lineage tree given experimental data
To reconstruct a tree given single cell measurements, there are multiple possible methods. The
simplest is to find a tree which explains the observed data with the least amount of edits. Selection
of a tree using this criterion is called maximum parsimony optimalisation13–16. Obtaining a tree for
such a case can for example be achieved by using Neighbor Joining17,18. In most of the currently
performed experiments the measurements are not single cell measurements. Instead, the lineagemarker frequencies are derived from a pooled mixture of many cells. The scar site and originating cell
are not measured directly when using mixtures of cells, and thus the maximum parsimony criterion
cannot be applied.
There are computational methods available which are able to deal with mixed lineage samples based
on mutations19. Such methods mostly originate from cancer-biology where the cell-lineages and their
corresponding driver mutations help in understanding cancer progression. In cancer lineage tracing,
the cell-lineages are identified using mutations in the genome, which are often assumed to be nonover writable by the infinite sites assumption. In the scar-trace method the sites are also assumed to
be non-over writable3. Instead of using mutations as lineage marker, scars are used. The main
difference between the data resulting from the two methods is that in scar-trace it is possible that
the same scar occurs multiple times, with a predictable rate. When only scars are used which are
introduced once, normal mutation based lineage inference algorithms apply. Here we will build upon
the error free lineage tracing algorithm by Mohammed El-kebir19.

Figure 17: Small example lineage tree of two cells. The founding cell is the lineage tree root, and has divided into two
cells. The checkerboard pattern in the cells shows the state of the 4 scar sites in the cells. Scar G was introduced first, B
and f later. When sampling from the leaves of this lineage tree, G is always observed in higher or equal frequency than B.
This means G was introduced before B.

The sum rule
The basis of most lineage tracing methods is that the sum of frequencies of a descending lineage
marker can never exceed the frequency of an ancestral marker. For example the lineage tree in
Figure 17 shows scar G was introduced before the cell gave rise to the two leaf cells. G will be
measurable in both cells. B and f are introduced later. When sampling from the leaves of this tree,
the measured frequency of G will always be higher than f and B. To be more precise; f and B summed
will equal G. This property is called the sum-rule, and can be used to reduce the size of the lineage
inference problem drastically, but usually does not yield a definite result19.
To obtain the lineage-marker relations a directed graph structure, the ancestry graph A is used
(Figure 18). The edges in A contain all ancestral relationships in the dataset. In this graph every node
reflects a unique lineage marker, in this case a scar. By definition every scar is only present once in A.
The edges represent ancestral relationship between scars. The graph is constructed by checking for
every node if the scar is more abundant than another in all samples (rows in F). If this is true an edge
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is positioned between the two scars. The true lineage graph T is an arborescence of A19. In practice
this means that picking an arborescence means choosing a root node, enforcing that nodes will have
one incoming edge and all nodes are visited. Not all possible arborescences are candidates for T.
Some arborescences will violate the sum-rule, meaning that the descendants of one or more nodes
have a sum which combined, is higher than the sum of their parent. A perfect A has edges between a
scar and all its predecessors (Figure 18a). Mixed samples induce edges in A where the edge
represents ancestry which does not exist (Figure 18b). The spurious edges in the observed A also
produce more arborescences to evaluate.

Figure 18: Ancestry graphs, these show the frequency relation between the observed lineage markers. High abundant
lineage markers indicate an appearance early in time. A lineage marker is connected to all its descendants. Top:
expected ancestry graph of the simulated lineage tree shown in Figure 13. The expected ancestry graph is generated by
placing edges from every scar to all its successors. Bottom: observed ancestry graph based on simulated mixed samples.
This graph contains all edges in the expected ancestry graph, due to mixing it also contains edges which do not reflect
real ancestral relationships.
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Artificial lineage root
In the original E-K method a driver mutation is required to function as root node of the lineage tree.
This requirement is reasonable as cancer usually does start as result of a driving mutation20. To be
able to reconstruct a lineage tree based on scar data, a unique mutation is required in the founding
cell. This mutation is conveniently enforced in the simulation example, as scar “$”. In vivo this driver
mutation cannot be enforced, and is added artificially. The artificial frequency $ should reflect a
frequency where every cell is assigned the scar once. In the lineage-tracing experiment every cell
produces WtReads and ScarReads . To obtain a frequency which matches the frequency of a single scar
site, the total amount of reads of a single sample is divided by the amount of scar-sites S. The
frequency of the artificial scar is thus set to be (WtReads + ScarReads) / S.
Iteration over all arborescences
For every other node i in A, an incoming edge needs to be selected. Let
be the amount of
possible incoming edges for every node i in the total set of nodes N. The total amount of
arborescences is the product of the amount of possible incoming edges for all i: ∏
.
Consider an ancestry graph, in matrix notation:

Y indicates the edge is present in the arborescence, an x indicates that an edge can be selected to be
present. To select an arborescence every but one column needs to have a single Y (omitting the
diagonal). All arborescences are iterated over by taking each of these combinations.
Selecting sum-rule compliant arborescences
Arborescences are checked for compliance with the sum-rule by evaluating the sum-rule for every
node. If a violation is found, the arborescence is discarded. The correct lineage tree T is present in
the set of compliant arborescences19. In the E-K paper, every sum-rule compliant arborescence is
considered a proper solution to the problem. By complete enumeration we find all of these
arborescences.
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Intuitively it makes sense to take all compliant arborescences and show the observed edge
frequencies on A (Figure 19). While this does show the main lineage relations, the frequent edges can
still be incorrect. The amount of times the edge is present in a compliant arborescence is shown,
edges with high frequencies can be incorrect, while some edges with low frequencies, but higher
than zero are present in T.

Figure 19: Top: Simulated lineage. Bottom: Compliant arborescence frequency summation for the simulated lineage
graph, the weight of every edge indicates the amount of sum-rule compliant arborescences which contain the edge. The
relation I>C is observed more than the relation $>C while invalid. The weight 6 of edge $>C indicates that some of the
sum-rule compliant arborescences indeed contained the correct relation.

By selecting an arborescence, which is described in the clonal matrix B, the usage matrix, which
contains the inferred cell frequencies can be calculated. In E-K it is shown that this matrix can be
calculated by taking the deficit of each node in the ancestry graph. This is the amount of frequency
which is not explained by the sum of the frequencies of the children of a node19.
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A small modification has to be put in place. In E-K mutations can never have a frequency higher than
0.5 due to the infinite-sites assumption combined with a human having two chromosomes. Therefore
in E-K it is defined that the observed frequencies

. In scartrace the maximum frequency

which can reached for a single uniquely introduced scar is 1. The definition of F can thus be simplified
to
. In Figure 20 the usage matrix, frequency matrix and the correct arborescence obtained
from the simulated samples in Figure 14 are shown.

Figure 20: (left) Usage matrix, rows show inferred cell-compositions, (right-top) Clonal matrix of the selected
arborescence, (right-bottom) observed scar-frequencies.
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A real data-based proof of concept
In this experiment, described in the scartrace paper3 a single cell embryo is injected with a synthetic
guide-RNA and RNA coding for Cas-9 in the yolk. The embryo is grown into adulthood, and then
slices of the fin are dissected and sequenced separately. The resulting reads are collapsed per
sample, the collapsed frequencies are used further down the analysis. When naively generating the
ancestry graph, the scars are ordered mostly based on their ⍺i value, as many of the scars will be
introduced multiple times (Figure 21, Figure 22). To obtain an ancestry graph which reflects ancestral
relations, the data is filtered to remove scars which might have occurred multiple times. Removal is
performed such that the counts for all of the abundant scars are set to Wt. The filtering was
performed such that ⍺i < 0.0001. From the resulting scars we observed that the cells in the rows A,B
and C are very similar, indicating that these cells probably originated from the same cell lineages
(Figure 24).

Figure 21: Original scar distribution, collapsed marker frequencies are shown. Every dashed section indicates a sample,
square samples are inter-ray pieces. Rounded samples are samples from the rays (bones).

Figure 22: Naively created ancestry graph based on the unfiltered collapsed scar frequencies (Figure 21). The
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hierarchy of the scars in this graph does not reflect ancestral relations. The ordering mostly reflects the probability
that the scar is introduced (⍺i).

Figure 24: Caudal fin lineage markers which are likely to be only introduced once based on their ⍺i value. As concluded
in the original scartrace paper, there is a very strong correlation of scars in the same ray or inter-ray visible. Identically
colored boxes indicate the same scar present, the size of the boxes indicate the abundance.

Figure 25: Ancestry graph after removal of scars with high probability. As the amount of scar sites is very finite, the
probability of multiple rare scars occurring in the same lineage branch is very low, resulting in a lineage tree which in its
longest branches has 2 rare scars.
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Conclusion
The reads derived from scartrace samples contain errors due to sequencing and PCR. The
sequencing errors can be corrected for by collapsing the reads by combining a Hamming graph and
the average base-calling confidence scores responsible for a substitution. An algorithm to quickly
approximate the required Hamming graph was designed and implemented making the algorithm’s
time-complexity feasible. The drawback of collapsing based on Hamming distance is that indel-errors
are not corrected for. As the currently performed amplicon simulations did not yield datasets which
match the scar-data, a better, preferably in-vivo validation is required to test the capabilities of the
collapser. The best experiment would be to sequence a sample with known concentrations of scarsequences, the performance is than bases in how well these concentrations are reconstruction by
using the collapser.
The scartrace data is not directly compatible with existing lineage tracing-methods due to scars
occurring multiple times. This is solved by removing all scars which are likely to be introduced
multiple times. By removal of abundant scars the scar data is transformed to be very similar to
mutation based data and seems solvable for existing lineage-tracing algorithm. The driver mutation
required by the E-K framework is artificially introduced. By using the existing E-K framework it is
possible to generate a preliminary ancestry tree and lineage tree of the fin of a zebrafish. It would be
very interesting to verify whether the reconstruction of the 2 trees from regenerated fins in the
original scartrace experiment match with the original fin. The E-K method used here is the error-free
method, meaning that there is no effort in mitigating sampling effects. The effect of not taking these
errors into account was not studied, but should be checked for.
In the methodology used the amount of scar sites limits the depth of the inferred lineage tree. Highly
probable scars populate many scar sites, these scars convey no information about the cell-lineages
but consume sites, limiting the depth of the lineage tree reconstruction. Currently somewhat
probable scars are also removed, which will carry some lineage information. A statistical method to
find whether a scar was introduced multiple times in one experiment might help in shifting this
threshold in an effort to keep more scars for lineage tracing.

Code for the read collapser is available at http://buysdb.nl/projects/spaghetto/source/
Special thanks to my supervisors and:
Tom Mokveld, for discussions about the Hamming graph approximation
Anna Alemany, for discussions about scartrace
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Supplement
Cas-9 lineage tracing mechanics

Figure 26: Overview of the scartrace lineage marker storage mechanism. Scars are introduced by a cut of Cas-9 and the
effects of NHEJ. The scar-site state is extracted by PCR and measured by sequencing.
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Figure 27: Scartrace reads aligned to the eGFP reference sequence. Scars are located in the dashed orange box.
Sequencing noise is visible as mismatching base-calls far away from the expected Cas-9 cutting location.
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Collapsing simulated graph into expected lineage
Given the lineage graph L

Figure 28: Simulated lineage graph. Red stroked cells introduce a new lineage branch.

for every non-branch identifying cell n with branch id i:
find the branch i founder node f
take outgoing edges of n,
with branch id ≠ i , call it o
add edge from f to all o
remove n from L
resulting L is the expected lineage graph

Figure 29: Expected lineage graph. This is the best reconstruction possible given the lineage-markers in L.
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Figure 30: Simulated lineage tree with scar B introduced multiple times.

Fin data analysis
All reads not containing the exact primer sequence are discarded. The reads were de-multiplexed by
checking for an exact match with the sample-barcodes.

Figure 31: Read counts after demultiplexing
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Filtering on alpha values to obtain input for the lineage tracing algorithm was performed by taking
into account only samples with at least 500 reads. Scars are kept which are present at least in two
samples and with an introduction probability of at most 0.0001.
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Examples of erroneous sequences, observed when sequencing Wt only
>Expected (Wt sequence)
GGACGGCAGCGTGCAGCTCGCCGACCACTACCAGCAGAACACCCCCATCGGCGACG
>NW15-a1-31
CGCACGCCCCCGGCCCGCCGCCGTCCACCACCCCCCCCACCCCCCCATCGGCGACG
>NW14-a1-687
CGTCCGGCGCGTGGACCCGCCCGCCCCACACCCCCCCCACCCCCCCATCGGCGACG
>NW15-a1-692
GTAAGTCAGCGTTCAGCTAGACGACCACTATCAGAAGATCACAACAATAGGAGAAG
>NW12-a1-700
GGCCGGCCGCGGGCACCCCGCCGACCCCTCCCAGCCGCACCCCCCCCCCGGCGACG
>NW12-a1-712
CGCACGGAAGCTTGCTGCCCGCCGACCACTCCCCCCCCACCACCCCATCGGCGACG
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Simulation of NHEJ scars
The scars are induced by a double strand break followed by non-homologous end joining. It is
interesting to find whether it is possible to model the scar creation process in order to learn about
the data. (The simulator is incorporated in the Hamming collapser tool).
NHEJ removes bases (resection) and tries to find microhomologies in order to re-join the two
sequences separated by the DSB. The process is shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32: Non-homologous end joining, schematically. When a DSB is introduced, non-homologous end joining starts
repair by removing (damaged) nucleotides. A small overlap, a microhomology between the sequences is required in
order to anneal the sequences. When the sequences are anealed the missing nucleotides are filled in. For the filling in,
special translesion-polymerases are used, which sometimes introduce wrong or more bases, resulting in an (random)
insert.
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Simulation starts with the sequences around the expected location of the DSB.

Then the two sequences are iteratively shifted over each other in a range of 50bp. For every position
the amount of matching bases is recorded. When more bases overlap than mismatch, the resulting
fragment is recorded. A single base is removed from one of the ends of the reference fragment at a
time, and the same process is repeated. The highest amount of bases matching, resulting in a specific
scar is the output of the simulation.

Using this I find 147 different scars, with microhomology sizes shown below. The NHEJ simulated
scars match with many of the highly abundant scars observed in a scartrace dataset (Figure 33).
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Figure 33: A simple NHEJ simulation method was designed and the results are overlayed on observed scars. The 76M
node reflects the reads from Wt scar sites. The colored nodes indicate that these sequences can be reached by NHEJ. The
simulation does not simulate translesion-polymerase activity, therefore all nodes with an “I” in the alignment string are
always grey. This simulation result strengthens the hypothesis that the sequences close in hamming distance to a scar
are indeed sequencing errors, and not attraction basins of NHEJ.
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